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GSSproposes open paricingpolicy
provisions except that parking must
exist,
Cutting said the contract signed by instructors at UMO specifies only the price
The General Student Senate Tuesday
of parking decals, but did not address
briefly discussed a proposal creating a
the issue of preferential parking spaces.
system of open parking on the UMO
"The contract says the university may
Physical
campus before sending it to the
charge for a parking decal and does not
Environment Committee of the GSS.
specify where and that (the price of the
not exceed $6, which it does
The proposal, which stated there decal) may
not because they pay $5," Cutting .
would be no distinctions in parking betprofessors have to park
ween members of the university corn- said. "The
have to put their vehimunity except for handicapped people, somewhere—they
re but it doesn't specify
must return from committee within two ck somewhe
where."
weeks,
Lindsay Durnbaugh, off-campus
should be given
Ed Cutting, off-campus senator and senator, said instructors
the
preferential parking spaces because their
proposer of the resolution, said
s
provision
valuable.
is
more
that
time
says
university charter
Durnbaugh said a professor five
must be made for vehicles used by han1 class with
dicapped people, but makes no other minutes late for a Biology

by Rick Lawes
Staff Writer

500 students would waste 41.7 manhours, while a student five minutes late
would waste one-twelfth of one
man-hour.
David Viebster, off-campus senator,
said "What it all boils down to is us, the
students, against them, the administration and the faculty, and we should fight
for what we want now,"
Cutting said he was told by a "very
high" police official there were two
reasons for the present parking system.
"One, to appease the faculty members
who want to come into class 10 minutes
and have their students waiting (orgasm
and tiva,- to also raise money fOr the
university," Carting said.
In other business, Katherine SmithEves was appointed president isk tampore and chairman of the legislatge
liaison committee

Katherine Smith-Eves

Republicans allegedly unable to register

by Rick Lawes
Staff Writer
A table run by the Maine State
Democratic Committee to register voters
for the Nov. 6 election allegedly turned
away people wishing to register with the
Republican Party Monday afternoon.
The table, located in front of the

Memorial Union at UMO, was operated
by Katherine Smith-Eves, a notary
public.
Smith-Eves said she did not refuse to
register any voters. She said there were
approximately six voters who came to
wishing to register as Republicans.
She said she gave them the options of
registering at Student Legal Services,

ay
9th

,day
er 9th
LY!

S****

voter registration table outside
Jon Lindsay stands behind a campaign and
the Memorial Union Tuesday (Donovan photo)

located on the second floor of the
Union, where they could register
however they chose, registering as independents, or registering on Oct. 17
when she would be operating a nonpartisan table
"It was a partisan table. I did not
enroll people to be Republican. I gave
them other options," Smith-Eves said.
Smith-Eves said she is a registered
Democrat, and although she is against
it morally, she has registered
Republicans.
"Considering I was providing a service
only I was under no obligation to be
there," Smith-Eves said. "I was just
being nice and I can be nice to whoever
I want to. ,,
A person registering to vote can be affiliated with a party by circling either
Democrat or Republican on the voter
registration card.
Smith-Eves said it was optional, but
said she would not notarize any registration cards MondaySmehich Republican
had been circled.
Jon Lindsay, Democratic candidate
for the Maine House of Representatives,
said he did not agree with the way things
were handled.
Lindsay said members of the University Democrats had been manning the

table earlier, and that Ed Hansen, president of the group, knew of the situation
but could no nothing about it.
"He (Hansen) did not feel he could
assess his authority over the organization
running the table. I feel they should
register voters. That's the most important thing," Lindsay said. "I don't
think it will happen again. Basically it
was a personal thing with the
notaries."
Hansen said he wanted to make sure
the distinction was made the table was
not run by the University Democrats.
"This was not a University Democrats
a v, (Walter)
was
it
table,
Mondale - (Geraldine) Ferraro table The
it was their
felt
there
were
who
notaries
privilege to enroll only Democrats,"
Hansen said. "We do enroll Republicans
as well as Democrats. I would appreciate
it if things were researched more before
labels are given."
Rep John Bott, R-Orono, said the entire situation was "deplorable"
"I think the fact they're refusing all interested students to vote is deplorable`,
Throughout I've registered anyone interested in participating in the
democratic process, regardless of their
political philosophy," Bott said. "It
(see VOTING pate 3)

th
Bond issue promotion to be concentrated late in mon
by Kelly Mullins
Staff Writer
Promotion of the $16.5 million bond
issue for the University of Maine system will be concentrated during the
last two weeks prior to the Nov6 election, the university vice chancellor said.
Richard A. Eustis said,"The last couple of weeks will be the most important."
Passage of the bond issue will provide
funds for improvement to each of the
seven campuses.
Rep. John Bott, R-Orono said, "Timing is important, you don't want to hit
the public too early and then run out at
the end, you try to reach a peak on election day.'
"Just betause there's nothing*the
media doesn't mean there's not a lot being done," Bott said.

UMO President Arthur M. Julpason
said, "Things have just begun to get
started." He said he's gaining support
for the bond by sending flyers to alumni, speaking with union representatives
and advertising in The Daily Maine
Campus. "More work is needed. If the
people understand the issue, they'll be
favorable," Johnson said.
Johnson has appointed Charles Rauch
Jr., acting director of financial management, to lead the promotion campaign
for the bond issue.
Rauch said Johnson held a breakfast
Tuesday morning promoting the bond
issue (see related story, page 2).
The next issue of UMO News, which
goes to state businesses, legislators and
alumni, will have the first five pages
devoted to the bond issue, Rauch said.
He said copies of Johnson's letter explaining the bond will be sent to 25,000

alumni by the University Alumni
Association and copies will also be
distributed during Homecoming. Rauch

Arthur M. Johnson

said plans are being made to speak to
local organizations. The Chancellor's office has appointed a citizens committee
to allocate funds and support for the
bond since state legislaigni•prohibits the
use of public funds for tampaign promotion. Eustis said a press conference
will be held Wednesday in Augusta to
formally introduce lihe citizens
committee
Maurice Shea of Bangor, treasurer for
the citizens committee said a television
commercial will be aired watch will include messages from Gov. Joseph E.
Brennan, Chancellor Patrick McCarthy
and the chairman of the Board of
Trustees. Scenes from the different campuses will show what needs lobe done.
"I've been talking to a lot of people
who don't know about the bond
'
issue," said Shea.
(see BOND page 2)
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Damage, estimated at $2,000, to a Plymouth Horizon owned by Sberri Edith
of Telmer Wood, was done Tuesday in the Memorial I. Mon parking lot. It was
the second accident to occur on campus in two days. (Whiting photo)
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(continued from page 11

also deeply disturbs me that the students should follow up after they have
who were turned away were potential registered to enroIrtherd
supporters of the university's $16.5
"It's kind of absurd to turn down somillion bond increase. Their votes will meone if you're a notary," Conway
be needed on Nov. R in order to promote said. "You have to divorce your partisan
the cause of higher education."
beliefs and look at the broader issue."
Bott said much of his staff is
George Lytle, a resident of Knox Hall,
Democratic, and that the idea of voter said he was turned away by Smith-Eves.
registration drives like the One being con- He said he did register rater, in Hilltop
ducted by both parties is to get more Commons.
people registered.
"It was convenient right there so I said
• "If it was done on a day-to-day basis 'to heck with it' (about going to
it would have to reduce the number of SLS)," Lytle said. "I registered at
people registering to NYRE simply because another table in my commons and
people have a busy schedule," Bott (there) I asked Jon (Lindsay) if I could
said. "It's not Democratic or Republican register and I was Republican and he
this bond issue. A handful of votes could said 'sure'."
decide the referendum."
Paul Conway, a member of the College Republicans, said the overriding
principle behind the whole drive is to
simply register voters. He said if people
were interested in affiliating with a particular party,- members of that party

they couid relay the
eMployees
the unueriio,.gh thite Johnson

A ifar, whose driver failed to
Yield to a vehicle on a throughway
in the Memorial Union parking
lot, caused a three car collision
which resulted in an estimated
$3,500 damage Tliesday, said a
UMO police officer.
Reporting
officer
Paul
Miragliuolo said at approximately 10:48 a.m. Brent R. Martin, 110
Gannett Hall, drove his 1981 Pontiac heading west through parked
cars while Sherri L. Edith, Talmar
Wood, was heading north through
the parking lot.
Miragliuolo said Martin allegedly failed to yield and struck Edith's
1978 Plymouth Horizon on the
right hand side, causing it to spin
around. This reaction resulted in
the Plymouth striking a 1980 green
Honda, belonging to Kiersten
Pendleton, Colburn Drive, on the
rear bumper.
Edith said she was on.iter way.
to 'drop her daughter, Serena
Edith, off at the UMO Children's
Center when she was hit.

Although Edith said she didn't
remember Martin hitting her, she
recalled he didn't seem to slow
down.
Martin, who RIM unavailable for
comment, was issued a summons
for failure to yield to a vehicle on
a throughway.
Edith said she received a bump
on her head and had a headache,
but the Cutler Health Center said
she "was tint"
She doesn't plan on suing Martin, but wants his insurance to pay
for the damage done to her car.
Sergeant L.A. Dunton, officer
in charge of traffic division, said
the estimated damage to Edith's
car is $2,000,
The damage to Martin's Pontiac
is approximately $1,500.
Pendleton' said there was no
damage inflicted on her car. "It's
like a pencil mark on the bumper.
You can't even see it," she said. Pendleton, whose car was parked at the time of the accident, said
she was not there at the scene
Edith said she "just might avoid
the Memorial Union parking lot
for a while."

Civil Engineering Seminar.
Shafigul " Islam:
"Design.,
Parameters for Rural Water
Supply Systems in Bangletlesbr •
359 Aubert Hall. 4 p.m.
Plant and Soil Sciences'
Graduate Seminar. Thomas
DeGomez: "Growth and Development of Primocane Fruiting Red
Rasberry and Influence of
Nitrogen Fertilizer and Pruning." 113 Deering Hall. 4:10 p.m.
,
American Marketint.Assocal-..
Yaks.
tioulsfeetins. FM Brat
6 p.m."' •
"'fowl-Med ea page IR

—Wednesday, OM. 10
—,Education Brown-Bag Symposium. Robert Cobb: "The
Future of Education: The View
from ,tbe Dean's Office." 159
'Shibles Hall. Noon.
German Language Table Yellow
Dining Boom, Hilltop Noon.
Faculty Forum on Religion.
Hain Roon, Union Noon.
Meditation and Prayer. Drummond Chapel, Union. Noon.
taiab Adventure_leries• "The
Blcycle Race: Y.-Slitleal Lounge, Union. 12:15 p.m.

D.M.O. CANTERBURY CLUB
------a.
.s•

NeOnesday
:. Crape' Road

I,Llrner o' College Ave)
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RELP tROOSE
OUR IMPORTED
BEER SELECTION

FRANKLIN STREET; BANGOR
THURSDAY OCTOBER 11
7:00 - MIDNIGHT
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World Series Night
Enjoy refreshments
and the game with
the brothers of
TKE
• 370 College Ave.- (Next to the
Alfond Arena).

OPEN RUSH
Wednesday, Oct. 10
8:00 p.m.

THE FRATERNITY FOR LIFE

-444411:c:
..
For further info call: 5131,3TKE,
ask for Rush Chairmen
Lou Sullivan or Dean Richmond

We're building
a reputation,
not resting
on one.
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Salvadoran rebels agree topeace talks
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (API
A key stumbling block to the talks had their weapon's prior to any talks, am a
The president, a Christian Democrat
been the guerrillas' insistence that rebel deffand that negotiations should
— After five months of secret ex- who took office June 1 as El Salvador's
should include their shar- not be preceded by any conditions.
negotiations
plor—.ory moves, El Salvador's leftist first freely elected president in 42 years,
flowevaaboth sides have been softening power in a provisional government
rebels agreed Tuesday to talk with the said he would go to La Palma without
in El Salvador, a demand that Duarte's initheinpositions *Oder fressure from
government about ways of ending the an escort, "placing my life as a guarantee
Alvaro
diplomats, including-lige",
President
foreign
interim
predecessor,
to have this meeting to attain peace."
five-year-old civil war.
Contadora group at sodifalisrgovernMagan, adamantly rejected.
Noting that "a political and
The guerrilla aceeptance of President
Equally problematic were a demand ed Westerned European countries, and
Jose Napolean Duarte's proposed Oct. negotiated solution is essential to the
by Duarte that the guerrillas lay down from Roman Catholic Church leaders.
15 meeting was the most substantive Salvadoran conflict," a broadcast by
move yet toward resolving the bloody-- the guerrillas' clandestine Radio
conflict that has claimed some 59,00) Venceremos declared that both rebel
fronts "publicly state their acceptance to
lives. In a seven-point communique, the a meeting at the place and on the date
coalition of the Farabundo Marti Na- proposed."
The broadcast added: "Taking into actional Liberation Front and the
Democratic Revolutionary Front ac- count the intensification of the war and
cepted and expanded upon Duarte's pro- the worsening of the international situaBut morrkzhan 100 eases of the invirus
posal, suggesting Colombian President tion, the FMLN and the FDR express
WASHINGTON (AP)--The found
curable disewie are linked to transfusions
Belisario Betancur mediate in arranging their intention to discuss the Salvadoran believed to cauie AIDS has been
of blood iilthd blood products from
crisis globally and present proposals for in the saliva of people with the greatest
next week's peace talks.
donors'ho had the disease or an imFor nearly two years, both the Reagan a solution."
risk of getting the deadly disease, but
mune swift problem' known as preThe Farabundo Marti Front, or federal health authorities said Tuesday
administration and the Contadora group
AIDS thiA)
,f the
.disease's
.... 'shirNsomeallp
— Mexico, Colombia, Venezuela and FMLN, is a coalition of the country's iris unlikely that anyone could get AIDS
characteristics. •
Panama — have been urging the guer- five leftist guerrilla organizations. Its al- through contact with saliva.
progressive
AIDS,
a
disease that
rillas and two successive U.S.-backed., ly, the Democratic Revolutionary Front,
Research at NON England Deaconess
destroys the body's- infection-fighting
- Salvadoran governments to come to the or FDR, includes outlawed civilian Hospital in Boston and the National
immunetYstem,
halbeen
fatal
political parties and movements.
in 45 perCrznference table.
Cancer Institute in Bethesda, Md., conEach organization will name two firm a previous suspicion that AIDS cent of•_,..irvirus isolated by U.S.
U.S. officials in Washington said
representatives to the talks, the broad- might be transmitted through saliva, as and Fr -.ellearchers, and referred to
Duartes strengthened position militari'us human T-cell leukemialymphoma
cast said. It urged that Duane be accom- well as through other bodily fluids.
ly and internationally enabled him to
virus or HTLV-Vls believed to cause the
panied by members of El Salvador's
drop conditions that had blocked peace
But Dr. Edward N. Brandt Jr., assisdisease or play a major role in it.
traditionally rightist-dominated armed tant secretary for
talks. State Department spokesman Alan
health in the DepartSheltie Lengel, a Spokeswoman for the
forces high command, and that the talks
Romberg called Duarte's proposal "a
ment of Health and Human Services,
be witnessed by observers. The broadcast
U.S. Public Health Service, said no one
clear advance in the search for peace in
said it is "very unlikely" that the disease
also
said
all
was surprised about finding HTLV-3 in
Central America."
forces should be kept out- can be
transmitted through saliva.
side a six-mile radius of La Palma.
saliva. She saki concern is minimized
In a speech before the U.N. General
"Although we have been able to isolate
because all evidence indicates that saliva
Duarte said Monday that the armed
Assembly on Monday, Duarte made his
forces high command had agreed to his the virus from the saliva of people with
is not an efficient method of transmitsurprise proposal that peace talks with
a pm-AIDS condition and others at high
proposal for the talks.
ting AIDS.
the rebels begin next week. He suggested
Radio Venceremos said the guerrillas risk of contracting AIDS," Brandt
they be held in La Palma, a town of
For example, .she said, the virus that
made the original proposal for the said in a statement, "all evidence in6,C00 in rebel-held territory near the
causes hepatitis-a, a disease that in some
meeting in a secret letter that Archbishop dicates AIDS is transmitted only
Honduran border.
ways mimics AIDS transmission, also is
Arturo Rivera y Damas took to Duane through blood, blood products and
Duartes only conditions were that
found in saliva, but cases of oral
representatives from both sides come on May 18. The rebel broadcast said semen."
transmissions are very rare.
There is no reason for the public to be
Duarte's announcement at the United
unarmed, and that the talks be witness▪
'MA I.13is might.be transmitted
ed by the media.
Nations was in response to that let r. concerned about everyday contact with -dx
u uninfected pet-son had cuts or sores
those at high risk of getting AIDS, in
in his mouth at the time of contact, she
cluding male homosexuals and
added, or if he were nicked using the
hemophiliacs who use blood products to
razor of an infected person.
treat their blood-clotting deficiencies,
Cross-infection seems unlikely from
said federal health authorities.
casual contact, or handling dishes and
Of the more than 6,000 cases of acutensils used for meals, she said.
quired immune deficiency syndrome
"People should not be concerned
reported in the United States since 1981, about everyday
casual contact or kissing
none has been linked directly to
their gay frjensl.), casually," Ledge!
transmission through saliva.
said.

New England hospit▪ al says
,:4101.
saliva may carry AIDS
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Invites All Underclassmen
To An Open Rush Function
Thursday
October 11
from 5p.m. - 7p.m.
t

Located next to
the Newman Center
r-- r--
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Radiators
Wed. & Thurs.
Oct: VA 11
Wed. night is LA Beer promo night
giveaways
To encourage driver safety tarstanS is offering 25. nonalcoholic beverages to any person who identifies hirn or herself as an operator of a vehicle

Soviei
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Lawyers of murder suspect
still claim his innocence
ROCKLAND (AP) — Defense
lawyers'continued their effort Tuesday to
prove their client, David Willoughby,
could not have been involved in the abduction and murder of a 2I-year-old
woman because he was not at the scene
of the crime.
Vvaloughby, 27, is accused along with
his stepbrother Philip Willoughby of
kidnapping Paula Roberts during a robbery at the Augusta ice cream shop
where she worked. Her body was found
about a month later.
Witness Deborah Clifford testified in
Knox County Superior Conn that she
was waiting in a car while her husband
bought cigarettes in the shop on the
evening of the abduction. Clifford said
a man she saw in a nearby ca matched
the description of Maurice Harrington
— the man the defense contends should
be charged instead of David Willoughby.
After being shown six pictures in the

courtroom, Clifford identified the photo
of Harrington as the man she saw on the
night of Dec. 3. Harrington, who is a witness for the prosecution, has denied
he was involved in killing Roberts.
Kathryn Blumberg, a former resident
of the Augusta building where Philip
Willoughby lived, testified that she saw
David Willoughby there on Dec. 3 'at •
about 8 p.m., around the time the rob,'
bery and abduction tooleplace.
Craig Belcher, owner of a TV rental'
shop in North Conway, New Hampshire,
told the court that Philip Willoughby .
paid for some video equipment at the,-,
.
store on the weekend following the robber)", The prosecution had sought to prove that Willoughby had a large amount'
of money with him when he made the
trip to New Hampshire with his stepbrother and Harrington.
Defense testimony continues
Wednesday.
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Three Globetrottersfile civilrights suit
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LOS ANGELES (AP)—Three
members of the Harlem Globetrotters
basketball team were stopped at gunpoint by police for questioning in a robbery only because they were black, their
attorneys said Tuesday in opening
statements for a $3 million civil rights
suit.
Globetrotters Louis Dunbar, 30, Jimmy Blacklock, 35, and Ovie Dotson, 26,
were in court as a six-person jury was
empaneled to hear the case before before
U.S. District Judge Manuel Real.
The city has denied the Globetrotters'
allegations that police stopped the trio
after a jewelry store robbery only
because of their race and acted without
probable cause or provocation.
An attorney for the athletes, Edward
Bell, said in his opening statement that
"one police officer will tell you he would
have stopped any black he saw that afternoon. We intend to show you these
aentlemen were treated the way thyly were
not because they were suspect% but
•
because they were black!'
He said, "Not once did anyone ask,
'Who are you:'

Attorney Cynthia Yott said the three
Globetrotters were in Santa Barbara on
Dec. 13, miles from the 5300,000 jewelry
store robbery in the Santa Barbara
County area of Montecito, when Santa
Barbara police started trailing them.
Yost said the Globetrotters did visit a
Santa Barbara jewelry store while they
were being followed. But she said the
proprietor told police before the officers
ordered the trio from a cab at gunpoint
they were members of the famed exibition basketball team.
The stop-and-search of the three
Globetrotters occurred shortly after the
armed robbery of the Brooks Jewelry
Store in Montecito, a well-to-do suburb
of Santa Barbara. The robbers, armed
with a pistol, choked, bound and gagged store owner George Brooks before
taking jewelry reportedly worth
$300,000.
- Bell noted that only one of the three
Globetrotters even slightly resembled the
digkeription of the jewelry store robbers,
who were described as in their 20s or 30s,
of "average height" and stocky build and
wearing red and blue jumpsuits and
white running shoes.

Democrats revive age issue
after presidential debate
parently referring to Mondale,
WASHINGTON (API—In the afterSen. Charles Grassley of Iowa, a
math of the presidential debate.
Republican, said he attended a White
Democrats are raising an issue they hardHouse ceremony at which the president
ly dared to mention before: President
signed the Older Americans Act and that
Reagan's age and the fact he would be
Reagan "didn't look any older than
777 in the 'final year of a second term.
when I sat across the table from him four
"He looked old, acted old:' Rep. Tony
years ago"
Coelho, D-Calif., said of Reagan's
When House Speaker Thomas P.
debate performance. Coelho made his
Jr., who is 72, was asked TuesO'Neill
with
traveling
comment while
Democratic challenger Walter F. day if he thought the president's age
would be a factor in the campaign, he
Mondale.
replied, "Oh sure, it's a factor; there's no
"There were lapses in the thinking, ap--parently, and the alegness of the Ps-mg- ,_,question about it"
"Absolutely not!' said Reagan camdent during the debate that might well
paign spokesman James Lake when askbe attributed to his increakingyears:' said
ed the same question. Lake conceded
Rep. Claude Pepper, D-Fla., at 84, the
that Reagan had "an off-night" in the
oldest member of Congress.
debate and said, "he didn't become old
• At the White House on Tuesday,
on one Sunday. He's the same person he
reporters asked Reagan to comment on
was up to and including this Sunday.
the assertion that Reagan's age is now a
Why he had an off-night. I can't define
campaign issue.
for You. Vlitlan tell you it had nothing
"I'll challenge him to an arm wrestle
In . do with his chronological age"
anytime:' responded the president, ap-

The Globetrotters range in height
from 6-foot-2 to 6-foot-10, Bell said. He
noted two were wearing blue jeans, one
was wearing slippers, one was wearing
a T-shirt that said "Property of the
Harlem Globetrotters" and another was
wearing a jacket with a Globetrotters
emblem on it. Only one had on white
running shoes, Bell said.

Gay bathhouses, clubs
closed due to AIDS
SAN FRANCISCO-(AP)-The city's
public health director Tbesday ordered
14 gay bathhouses and sex clubs to close
immediately, accusing them of "fostering disease and death" by allowing indiscriminate sexual contacts that can
spread AIDS.
"These businesses have been inspected
on a number of occasions and
demonstrate a blatant disregard for the
health of their patrons and of the cornmunity:' Dr. Mervyn Silverman said at
a news conference.
He said the 14 establishments, indluding the 21st Street Baths, Boot
Camp, Animals, Club Baths of San
Francisco, Jack's Turkish Bath and
Jaguar Adult Book Store, were among
30 investigated by undercover health officials since an April ordinance went into effect banning "unsafe" sexual activity at sex parlors and bathhouses. The 14
have not complied with the ordinance,
said Silverman, who has been under
pressure from Mayor Dianne Feinstein
to order the shutdowns.
"The places that I have ordered closed today have continued in the face of
this epidemic to provide an environment
that encourages and facilitiates the
multiple unsafe sexual contacts, which
are an important factor in the spread of
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MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet
Union's government-controlled news
media concentrated on Walter Mondale%
criticism of President Rogan's military
spending and cuts in social programs in
reporting the Sunday night political
•
.
debate.
Radio Moscow and the official news
agency Tass quoted U.S. news media
reports Monday that characterized
Reagan as being on "the defensive."

Soviet commentator Boris Sokga,gin
told viewers Reagate bad prepared 10.
hoOrs for the confrontation so thatir!the
president would be able to use fully his
actor's image and would work favorably' -•
on the public ... and not adrniiigA
outrageous errors; and not show toer
large an ignorance of political and
economic problems."

The Store
26 Wu St

"The Democratic candidate charged
he president with worsening the lives of
millions of poor Americans under his
presidency,". Radio Moscow said in a
morning broadcast. "Mr. Reagan tried
to justify the policy of his administration to raise military spending and
simultaneously' cit allocations on social
programs."
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But Attorney George Franscell,
representing the city of Santa Barbara,
said discrepancies in the the descriptions
weren't important to police because
descriptions given by victims who have
been held at gunpoint are often
unreliable. He also noted that criminals
sometimes change clothing after a
robbery.

this deadly diseas' Silverman said.
"Make no mistake about it. These 14
establishments are not fostering gay
liberation:' Silverman said. "They are
fostering disease and death"
Most of the victims of acquired immune deficiency syndrome are homosexual men. The disease destroys the body's
ability to fight disease, leaving it prey to
cancer, pneumonia and other infections.
Authorities posted closing notices effective at noon on the sex club buildings.
If a notice is ignored, the city would go
to a judge to obtain a court order shutting down the operation, officials
indicated.
Silverman's announcement came just
a week after the department released
figures showing an increase in the
reported AIDS cases in San Francisco,
where officials estimate that 15 percent
of the city's 700,000 population is
homosexual.
In September, 39 new cases of AIDS
were reported, for a total of 723 since July 1981. Eighteen AIDS patients died in
September, the department said. According to the federal Centers for Disease
Control in Atlanta, 6,122 AIDS cases
have been reported throughout the
United States and 2,734 of those patients
died.

Seniors!!
Will Be Shot On-Sight...
That's right! Philomena Baker of
Baker Studios in Ha-mpden will be on
campus Monday Oct. 22 - Friday
Nov. 9 to shoot senior portraits.
Sign up EARLY for your
appointment in the
Senior Skulls Room 3rd
floor Memorial Union

Sittings are
FREE
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Editorial
Realize government role
Recently, while criticizing Presidem Reagan's
decision not to ask for steel import ipt uotas, Walter
Mondale accused Reagan of not acting to protect
American jobs. During the debate President
Reagan claimed that his administration has created
over 6 million jobs and will continue to create new
jobs. Both of these men are suffering from a
serious delusion. They both seem to believe that it
is the responsibility of the federal government to
make sure that every. American has a job.
They could not be more wrong. The job of the
government, any government, is to provide for
security from external threats, and to.protect the
rights of individuals within the nation.
The government is in no way responsible for
making sure that anyone has a job, or an income
for that matter. It is not the place of government
to take over the task of living for the individual.
The only person responsible for the livelihood of
the individual, whether or not he has a job or an •
income, is the individual. The only person responsible for making sure that the individual has the
food he needs to survive until the next day is the
individual. It is the responsibility of the individual
to earn a living. It is not the responsibility of the
government to provide one.
Man is born with few if any guarantees. Those
guarantees are the right to the pursuit of life, liberty and happiness. The federal government has
perverted this and seems to feel that it has to
guarantee that everything achieve these things.
It is not the role of government to guarantee these
things, but to provide the individual with the chance
to achieve them.
Fhe governments of the United States, state and
federal, have taken it upon themselves to regulate
one aspect of almost every facet of human life.
•
There is almost nothing an individual can do

without having to deal with some form of government regulation.
From federal laws regulating what we can see on
the televisipp ttp state laws requiring carseats the
governmenillE its hands all over our lives. •
If one waltaLs to do something as simple. as open
ing a small business, one must first get zoning approval from the city. If you want to sell alcohol,
you have to get a permit from the state
It was the free enterprise system that made this
country what it used to be. It is the mixed
economy of the Roosevelt era that has brought it
down to what it is. There are, groups now trying to have a Constitutional Convention called. If they do they should
add another amendment to the bill of rights:
"Congress shall make no law abridging the
freedom of enterprise."
If we can get government out of business and
back to what it is supposed to be doing, the current recovery will look like the great depression.
This country was born a nation of individuals with
a government designed to protect the rights of
those individuals. This country was created with a
constitution that included a bill Of rights designed
to Jrotect individuals from the government intruding upon attar. freedom. We live in country'
that seems to be forgetting the iraportarae of the
individual, and has perverted the bill of rights and
now uses it to justify government restrictions of
freedom.
We need not the bizarre economic thinking
of Walter Mondale, or the half-baked schemes of
Ronald Reagan, what we need is to restucture the
government completely. To give rights back to the
people and get the government off our backs.
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Calling the shots
MICHAEL HARMAN

Critici

It's a great place
to start
The United States armed forces
have taken a lot of criticism in the past
decade, much of it undeserved, some of
it not. To be sure, the !eldership of the
U.S. Army in Vietnam put on a feeble
display, and Grenada was hardly a
challenge for &nuclear power. And some
of the ROTC cadets on campus are
mindless jarheads who have to follow
orders because they can't think on their
own. But these are the exceptions, not
the rules. The majority of today's armed forces, and especially ROTC cadets,
are bright, dedicated patriots who have
made careful, intelligent choices to join
the military. As a civilian working for the
Department of Defense in a security role
this summer, I came in contact with a lot
of men and women in our armed forces.'
met all levels from seaman and private
right on up through Admiral of the U.S.
Sixth Fleet, General, and Vice-President
,of the United States. I came away damn'ed impressed by most of 'ern.
The armed forces offer a lot more now
than they ever have before. You want job
security? Good pay? Travel? You got it
all, in addition to free medical and dental benefits, low-cost food and housing,
low-priced shopping in the PX's, and the
greatest retirement plan in the world.
The military of today builds the
character of its members through selfcontrol and discipline, two things that
are sorely lacking in much of today's
society. Properly viewed, military
discipline is a character builder, not a
destroyer of individuality. In the words
of Arleigh Burke (Adm., USN.,
Ret.),"A well disciplined organization
is one whose members work with enthusiasm, willingness, and a zest as individuals and as a group to fulfill the
mission of the organization with the expectation of success."
Today's military personnel receive
valuable job training in addition to
character building. With more and more
sophisticated weaponry, programmers,
engineers, and technicians are in high demand, and the armed forces will pay for
your training while you learn skills in
these fields. How can you beat that deal?
When you get out, whether in four years
or 30 or anywhere in between, privallt
dustry always needs trained, dislibined:
experienced individuals. And if you do
go the distance and retire, the pension
pay on top of civilian employment pay
makes for pretty comfortable golden
years.
One of the best writers ever to go
through the UMO Journalism Department graduated last year and joined the
Air Force. His professors were furious,
his fellow students disappointed. "You
let us down," they said. Let them
down? The kid's going to be a pilot. He'll
make a fine salary and be able to work
for an airlines when he gets out in six
years. Or he can go the distance and probably, knowing him, become Chief of
Staff of the Air Force. The Air Force cut
him a fine package, and the only "disappointment" would have been if he hadn't
taken them up on it.
So all you underclassmen out there:
Consider the ROTC programs. And to
all you graduating seniors: Have you had
a better offer? Go ahead. Be all you can
be. Aim high. Be one of the few, the proud. Remember, it's not just a job, it's an
adventure The U.S. armed forces.
They're a great place to start.
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Response

L HARMAN

CIiticii toward Residential Life's policies

p
art

To the editor:

them. This is utterly ridiculous. There
are many other ways to tackle the
In response to those who criticize alcohol problem. By imposing stricter
Mike Harman for speaking out against rules, the creative students on campus
Residential Life:
find ways to get around the rules. Some
are actually rebellious about it.
I agree with what Mike had to say,
2.) Resident Assistants. There are
although I think that there are both good
and bad aspects of Residential Life some good R.A.s and some bad R.A.s
Presented below are some of the pro- . I was fortunate enough to have a good
blems with Residential Life, I hope so- R.A. but some of the other R.A.s in the
meone will write in and present some of dorms were losers. One wrote more people up than all the other R.A.s combinthe good aspects.
ed. My later roommate was an R.A. He
I.) Alcohol Policies. I think the left Oft dorms because he hadn't writalcohol rules that Residential Life im- ten anyone up and the Resident Direcposes are a joke The year before I was tor was pressuring him to write people
up.
a freshman, students were allowed to
drink kegs of.beer in the halls. The year
3.) Heating. In the dorm I lived in, the
I arrived the policy had been changed
and from that point on the rules have average temperature was 90 degrees or
become stricter and stricter. To the point above. We actually had two men come
now that R.A.s can walk into under age around and take temperatures in each
room. We used to open the windows to
students' ro
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let the heat out of the rooms in the middle of the winter. On the other, some of
the rooms were freezing and people had
to bundle up just to keep warm.
4.) Fraternity Parties. Part of the
reason the fraternity brothers move into
the houses is to get away from Residential Life. But now even moving doesn't
get them away from the rules Residential Life imposes. Why is Residential Life
catering parties, this should be done by
either a local bar or a group of bar
owners and area businessmen. This
would encourage competition and force
a decrese in price (hopefully).
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6.) Parental Attitude. Just before I arrived on campus someone must have
come up with the "stupid" idea that
Residential Life was supposed to take the
place of students' parents once they leave
home But what was forgotten is that
students are here to learn. Not just
material from books but also about life.
We make mistakes but most of us come
through.
This shows some problems with
Residential Life that could be changed
to make life more enjoyable for the
students who attend LIMO and live on
campus.

5.) Food. This is probably the most
joked aboutching,on campus. It reminds
me of the joke that we told as we got
near the mill in Old Town. As soon as
we could smell the stench, some one
would perk up and say "just like Momma Wells used to make." But all the
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joking aside, I didn't find the food as
bad as most.Ahrt I still prefer making my
own meals.
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Student Legal Services

Commentary

Domestic Violence Week

4

from raising these issues, you risk
We live in a society in which violence is endemic. nag. If you refrain
being beaten as a hypocrite
We live in a society in which people treat one
If you are a woman who has been beaten
another badly almost as a matter of routine We live
repeatedly by someone you love you will probably
in a society in which the sexual bond is a focus for
find that you have become fiat merely a victim but
a great dent of tension, anxiety and dispute
• collaborator in a destructive cycle of violence
It is therefore not surprising that violence between
Through love, through pity, through fear, through
people who have, or have had, a sexual relationship
spite, you will have made yourself a prisoner of your
is commonplace Most of this so-called domestic
abuser's anger.
violene, not surprisingly, is inflicted by men upon
Breaking out of this prison is absolutely
In light of this fact, Domestic Violence Projects necessary, but very, very difficult.
Violence
"Domestic
Fortunately, you need not make this effort alone.
in Maine are observing
Week," Oct. 8th through 14th. Through the
If you Live in the Bangor area, you can contact the
publicity and special events sponsored by these dif- Spruce Run Association, a crisis intervention center
ferent projects, light will be brought to the issues, for victims of abuse They can offer you counselto show the need for relief to those who are victims ing, information and emotional support. YOU can
of domestic violence and hopefully reduce its rate call their business phone 945-5102, their hot line
of occurance.
947-0496 or their toll free number 1-800-432-7810
Men who repeatedly abuse women in this way are (ask for Spruce Run).
very angry people They are angry, at some level,
Maine also has legislation providing for protecvery nearly all the time This anger may have causes tion from abuse_ The tat of these laws can be found
emoknot
of
tortured
articulated
—
a
be
too deep to
in the Maine revised Statutes Annotated, housed in
tions centering on male/female relationships, feel- the reference room at Fogler Library. Relevent porings of powerlessness or restriction, and the like
tions are Title 15, Section 301 and Title 19, Sections
This is an anger that hungers for an outlet.
761-771.
If you are a woman who lives with one of these
One of the strengths of these laws is their broad
angry men, you learn to weigh your words and actions carefully. If circumstances are tense, almost -overage: not merely legally married spouses, but
anything wilLtrigger an episode of physical abuse. former spouses, people currently or formerly living
If you raise any issue of long-standing disagreement together as spouses, biological parents of an ilhousehold members
— money, alcohol, child rearing practices, home legitimate child and other adult
repairs, housework — you risk being beaten as a related by blood or marriage

Among other things, these laws permit an adult
who has been the victim of actual or attempted
bodity harm of "offensive physical contact," or
who has been put in feat oftmminentbodilyinjury, to file a cortiplaint with the court against Mn of her
accuser. There is no fee for this Mina.
•
A hearing on your complaint must be held within
21 days of filing. If you are in immediate danger,
request the court to issue a temporary protective
order. These orders can provide for the care and
custody of any minor children involved and prohibit
your abuser from entering your house, harassing vcal
or damaging your property. If your situation is
desperate, provisions exist for emergency relief.
If the judge at your bearing finds that you have
indeed been abused, he or she can issue a fmal protective order which will provide the =kinds of relief
appropriate to your individual situation. Violation
of either temporary or final protective orders is a
crime violators can be arrested without a warrant.:
If you have any questions don't hesitate to contact Student Legal Services, Spruce Run or you
nearest Family Crisis Center which will be listed in
the Maine Helplines section of the phone book
under crisis.
If you have any questions don't hesistate to contact Student Legal Services, Spruce Run or your
nearest Family Crisis Center which will be listed in
the Maine Helplines section of the phone book
under Crisis.

-
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'CollegeBook'rates university life in U.S.
(USPS)-The author of the "Official
Preppy Handbook" has just finished
her latest authoritative'guide to life in
college. It's called "Lisa Birnbach's College Book' There's no "official" in the
title because, quite frankly, this is the
sort of book that college officials would
rather not see. It's the "first and only
college guide to tell it like it is:'
More than a book about colleges, the
"College Book" is a campus-by-campus
guide to life at school. Though Lisa does
include all the standard material about
SAT scores, enrollments and financial
aid, she tries to focus on the numbers
that are still important once you get on
campus. That is, numbers like the local
drinking age. She lists the best dorms
and the worst dorms, she reviews the
parking situation and she even hints
discreetly as to where accomodations in
the parking lot might be preferable to the
dorms. She helps students pick their
classes by discussing the best and worst
professors. And she saves freshmen
weeks of trial and error with an easy
answer to the crucial'question, "Where
can I get good pizza?"
"This is the kind of book I wish I had
when I was going to school:' Lisa said.
Lisa began the book when she realized that high school seniors don't
discover what they really need to know
about college until it's too late, and
they've already come to campus.
Sometime in mid-September, adolescent
images of an Animal House with a
degree at the end suddenly crash into the
cold, hard realities of college life. But by
the time the crash has come, the school

has long been chosen and classes have
already begun. Some people never get
over it,
Lisa knew that someone had to help
these hapless students, and when she
found that there was no guide to the
"real" facts of campus life, she decided
to write her own.
Lisa began researching her college
guide while she was touring the country

Statistics from. the 'College Book'
Bennington College
Best food:
University of Hawaii
Worst food:
Wert Virginia U, U. of Miami, U. of Wyoming
Best party school=
Boston University
Most promiscuous:
Oral Roberts University
Least Promiscuous: .—
UC Santa Barbara, Arizona State University
Cutest Students:
University of Pennsylvania, Indiana University
Ugliest men:
University of Alaska
Ugliest women:
University of Mississippi
Most sorority actioa:
University of Illinois
Most fraternity venom
Carnegie-Mellon University
Most computers (and nerds):
University of Wisconsin/Madison
Most political:
Rollins College
Least political:
Marquette University, Skidmore College
Most ban per capita:
The
Cafe,
Bennington
College
Best campin bar
Worst bars:
Brigham Yotmg University (no bars allowed in Provo)
Southern Methodist University
ies* cars:
Texas A & M, Princeton University
ost school spirit:
Emory, SUNY Albany
Least school spirit:
Best souvenir
litle's blue bikini underpants that read "Beat Harvard"

Vr

to promote her "Official Preppy Handbook!' She spent two years on the road,
personally visiting 186 campuses in all
50 states. In order to meet with as wide
a cross-section of people as possible, she
spoke to a mixture of students, faculty,

101913:E=120=10ElaCr

Dubay Auto Parts
Mill St., Downtown Orono

e

866-5523

- October Break Specials
bey the ceoe

and administrators' at each school. She
also made a point of meeting deans of
admission and student newspaper
editors.
Her experiences on campus were
almost as varied as the people that she
met. She went to fraternity and sorority
parties. She sat in on student council
meetings, faculty meetings, chapel services and a few demonstrations. And

10w-40 Motor Oil
98,qt..
Ask about a free beer mug
Import car parts

Don't forget,
We glee student discounts
yr...W..ere rel.••••••

re.

•••

Ne
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when the visiting was over, she sen
detailed questionnaires to over 5,000
students to complete her research.
Once the research was done, Lisa
found that conclusions were easily
drawn. "Students today can be divided
into two categories;
. she said. "There are
those who disdain the sixties and
everything that came before them. These
are generally the pre-professionals who
regard college as a four-year placement
program!'
"Then there are those who are
nostalgic for the sixties and regret having missed all that excitement:. Lisa continued. These are the humanities and
liberal arts types who don't necessarily
know what they'll be doing when they
graduate"

In general, though, the college
students of the eighties are more conservative than the flower children of the
seventies. "Most students like Mommy
and Daddy and consider them role
models:' Lisa said. She also claims that
students are more politically conservative and don't always vote democratic.
Students today are less into drugs that
they were ten years ago, Lisa noticed.
But they more than make up for it with
alcohol. "Consuming alcohol is the most
popular form of recreation for college
and university students everywhere' she
said.
Drinking games such as "Hi Bob" and
"Chugboat" have become "National
collegiate pastimes;' and the most
popular drinking games at each school
are-duly noted in her book. The games
are "a way of socializing and institutionalizing drinking:' Lisa explained.
Lisa closes the book with a long list
of the best and worst on the cqllege
scene today. The nation's most promiscuous campus, she says, is Boston
University. The best campus bar is at
Bennington College. And the worst food
anywhere is at the University of Hawaii.
The College Book covers most of the
country's major schools, but there are
some puzzling lapses. Notre Dame, for
instance, should have been hard to miss.
It might also have been nice to include
some schools in Canada. And though
it's always fun to sneer at caustic descriptions of other people's schools, it's
sometimes difficult to recognize Lisa's
description of one's own alma mater.
Administrators around the country are
already having fits, and for once they
may be right. The "College Book" could
be titled both "Return of the Preppies"
and "Revenge of the Nerds!'

by Marcia G
Guest Writer
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Nevertheless, the "College Book" is
probably as authoritative as a guide to
:ollege life as we have today. You should
enjoy it, as long as you remember that
to "question authority", and
authoritative guides, is the essence of
college life.

•
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Public Service Announcement

American Chemical Society
chapter reactivated at UMO
by Marcia Gauvin
Guest Writer
The American Chemical Society, one of the largest scientific
societies in America, is an
organization with more than
13,000 members worldwide, drawn
from the various chemistry-related
professions. It also has 8,000 student affiliates.
The A.C.S. publishes more than
20 internationally recognized
scientific journals and magazines,
and holds national and regional
meetings and symposiums. This
provided opportunities for professionals in the chemistry and related
fields to interact and to promote
education in the most recent
developments of science.
Through the A.C.S., the scientific community can function as a
unit and have political influence.
The society conducts studies on
key topics (i.e. acid rain and
medical developments), monitors
legislation, carries out analyses
and reporting, offers career
guidan -e and administers many
awards and -rants. It also produces
a radio doci nentary program entitled "Man and Molecules" and
conducts special programs for
disadvantaged persons.
A student affiliate chapter of
the A.C.S. is being reactivated at
Orono. There will be an important
meeting for all those interested
students in chemistry and related
disciplines on Thursday, Oct. II in
335 Aubert Hall at 6:30 p.m. Officers will be nominated at this
meeting.
The student affiliate program
offers many advantages to participating students. Grants have
been offered to several affiliate
associations for various projects.

Films on chemistry and
chemistry's impact on society are
available on a free-loan basis.
The A.C.S. also has a speakers'
bureau to schedule seminars on
important topics. Travel expenses
are minimal to A.C.S. local and national meetings, and discounts on
registration fees are offered to student affiliates. In addition, career
guidance listings of job opportunities and listings of graduate
programs are made available
through A.C.S.
The Orono A.C.S. affiliate program already has a few tentative
projects: a monthly science news
article in local newpapers, a
seminar program for professors to
present their research as well as
student and acuity panel discussions. As a result, the chemical
fields should be a more visible part
of academic life at Orono.
For a $10 membership fee,
students receive a six month
subscription to Chemical and
Engineering News, sample issues
of four A.C.S. journals, reduced
rates on all A.C.S. journals, a
packet of career guidance literature
and The Student Affiliate NewsierterThe A.C.S. student affiliate program, which is active at over 200
universities, enhances the
undergraduate education (graduate
students may join as student
members of A.C.S.). Contacts
made and experience gained
through A.C.S. student affiliate
program can continue after
graduation and into professional
life.
For more information on the
A.C.S. student affiliate program
contact Francois Amu., 134 Aubert
Hall, 581-1196, and attend the
meeting.
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(continued from page 3)
—Thursday, Oct 11
—University Supervisors Advisory
Council Meeting. FFA Room,
Union. 9 a.m.
Exploring issues in Health and
Sickness. The role of culture and
ethnicity. Register with CID, 4092.
210 Stevens Hall. I p.m.
Lecture. Philip Conkling:
"Islands in Time: A Human and
Natural History of the Islands in
Maine." Bangor Lounge, Union.
4 p.m.

Alcoholics
Anonymous
Meeting. Ham Room, Union.
Noon.
Spanish Language Table. Yellow
Dining Room, Hilltop. Noon.
News of the World. Kenneth
Hayes:'The Politics of Education
Reform in Maine." Sutton
Lounge, Union. 12:15. p.m.
CAPS Seminar. SCRIPT,Part 2.
2i Little Hall. 3:30 pm.
CAPS Seminar. SAS, Part 4. 110
Little Hall. 3:30 p.m.
University Club Annual
Meeting. University Club, Union.
4 p.m.

IAA Market
Mill Street, Orono
866-2551
The little guy tries harder
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UMO football player wins weekly award
by Rich Garven
Staff Writer

UMO football player Gary Groves was
named the Eastern College Athletic
Conference(ECAC)defensive player of
the week for his performance in UMO's
22-20 win over Lafayette College
Saturday. '
Groves,
cornerback from
Westbrook, made three tackles, intercepted a pass and tipped two passes,
one of which kept Lafayette from tying
the game. He shared the award with
Charles Haley, a linebacker at James
Madison University.
Groves said he was pleased with the
award, but credited his defensive
backfield teammates for playing well.
"It was great (to be named(,'Groves said. "The whole secondary
played gieat rc'aturday. The last two
games we rrpcie some mental mistakes,
but Saturday we ;.iiiyed well."
Jay Davenport starts alongside Groves
at the other cornerback postion, while
Steve Costello and John McGrath are the
UMO's kicker Jack Leone is shown kicking a 41-yard field goal with 012 left in
safeties in Maine's starting secondary.
the first half of Saturday's game. Maine best Lafayette 22-20. (McMahon photo)
Maine head coach Ron Rogerson said
Yankee Conference, then you look for
tempt would have tied the score at 22-22
he was pleased for Groves.
if successful.
the individual recognition."
"I think with the winning comes some
Groves may have saved the win when
"When he came out and lined up, I
of the plums, and one Of them is
he
knocked
was looking at his eyes," Groves said.
down
a
for
pass
intended
recognition," Rogerson said. "If
"He had that look like they were going
split end Frank Corbo with 1:21 left in
you're not in a position to be at the top
to him and then he came off the line
the game. The two-point conversion atof the (Division) I-AA rankings or the
hard."
•••••••••••••...ow*••••••...•••••••••••..•••••...sm.••••=.••••••••••••••
•
• Quarterback Dean Rivera lofted a
I
pass to Corbin the end zone corner,
IF
but Groves Stepped in front of Corbo
i
and knocked the pass down. Maine then
ran out the clock to seal up their first win
Vegi
lYtT
:4
41
. of the year.
.,
St.
In addition to Groves, linebacker
500M
Bangor, Maine
Mark Coutts and Costello had good
• .games from their defensive positions.
Coutts led the Bears with 12
nassisted and two assisted tackles for
i
au total of 14. Costello was second on the
team with 10 tackles and caused Rivera

I

I
Miss Bounty Contest
•
Sponsored by
L.A. Beer

to rush a number of passes when he
blitzed.
Rogerson said the blitz call would be
used selectively because of the play's
dangers.
"Stunting is dangerous because you.
end up man-to-man," Rogerson said.
"A lot of stunting depends on how much
risk I'm willing to take."
While Groves won ECAC honors,
Rogerson said tight end Bob Jewett
received the game ball for his efforts.
"Not only did he make that nice catch,
but his blocking was flawless," Rogerson said.
Jowett's only catch of the game was
a 26-yard reception that helped Maine
keep a time-consuming drive going in the
fourth quarter.
Rogerson said it was the first game
ball awarded this season because "I'm
not going to give one out when we
lose." He said the award preferably
goes to a senior.
BLACK BEAR NOTES: Defensive
end Chris Gillmann is out for the season
with a knee injury. Rogerson said Steve
Donahue will start in his place.
Halfback Paul Phelan sustained a
concussion in Saturday's game. He said
team physician Dr. John Archambauh
will not let him practice this week.
Phelan- said he should be ready for
Saturday's game against the University
of Delaware though.
Quarterback Bob Wilder said the offensive line played another outstanding
game.
"I had incredible time," Wilder
said. "On the last play of the half when
I hit (Danny) Gordon on a fly pattern
for 50(actually 48) yards, I needed time
and I got it."
Maine's starting offensive line cosists
of Joe McDonald and Bob Crowley at
tackle, Dan Reilly at center and Paul
Buckley and Dan Maloney at guard.,
Although Buckley starts, he alternate
on each down with John Colasacco. The
pair bring the plays in from the sidelines

Democracy in Action
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by Jon Rummle
Staff Writer
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Few outdoor activities compare to paddling a
stream amid a spectrum of colors on a crisp October
day. While most canoeists put their canoes away at
the first sigh of fall, a few diehards remain to enjoy
the fall waterways. Summer is not the end of the
canoeing world, but a new beginning. Enthusiasts
can obtain spectacular pictures and observe wildlife
in their fall colors.
William Lucy, associate dean of student activities
and organizations, has written a pamphlet entitled
Fifteen Enjoyable Canoe Trips Within an Easy Drive
of UMO. A sampling of the most popular ones
follows.
Kenduskeag Stream: From Route 43 in East Corinth, through Kenduskeag Village to Six Mile Falls.
This is approximately a 20-mile trip that can be
divided into two seperate trips, about 10 miles each.
You can run the stream from East Corinth to the
village or from the village to Six Mile Falls.
There are portages near bridges along the route.
The water level should be checked before your trip.
The starting point for this trip is about one hour
from campus.
Upper Pushasv Stream: From Pushaw Lake to
Route 43, about five miles. Much of the stream
travels through flat swampy country. Take Kirkland
Road from Stillwater Avenue until it ends at Pushaw
Lake. Paddle north along shore to the outlet. This
stream can be used all during the year and it's about
one-half hour from campus.
Lower Pushes,. Stream:From Route 43 to Bennoch
Road, about six miles from campus. This
stream contains flat water and scenic terrain. There

Baseball team maefeated-11943Wihn
by Jon Rummler
Staff Writer
The UMO fall baseball season will
conclude Thursday when the Black
Bears play Husson College on the junior
varsity field at 3 p.m.
The game, which normally would be
played at Mahaney Diamond, is on the
J X' field because of work being down on
the Bears' home field.
Maine's fail dominance almost came
to an end Friday when Husson College
had a 2-1 lead in the final inning with
two Black Bears already retired.
The Bears' bats came alive however,
when Mike Bordick doubled in Dan
Kane, who hit a double to lead off the
inning, to ignite a four-run rally that
gave UMO a 5-2 win at Mahaney
Diamond.
In action Saturday, the Bears defeated
Musson again, this time by a 4-0 margin.
UMO now boasts a 19-0 record this fall.
While the Bears continue their fall roll
over area teams, head coach John
Winkin was again pleased by his pitching
staffs performance. Especially the reactivation of John Kowalski, who has been
resting with a slight shoulder pull.
In Friday's game, Kowalski teamed
with Mike Ballou to hold Husson to four
hits, and found themselves in the same
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position, since both are returning
veterans, that each will be performing
this spring. Each hopes, as does Winkin
that the same results will follow.
Over the course of the fall season
Kowalski and Ballou have been used
regularly ant look to be two starters in
the Bears' I3-pitcher system.
As with many of the veterans, the fall
is a time to work on mechanics and
possibly continue the work on a new
pitch that will prepare them for the 1985
season. A season that opens with the
University of Miami and Oklahoma
State University, two teams that participated in the 1984 College World
Series.
"It's been good," the left-handed
Kowalski said of the fall season. "Every
outing I think I've done well. It's hard
to tell though. Not to put Husson or
USM (University of Southern Maine)
down. Still, I feel I'm throwing the ball
well."
In Friday's game, Kowalski pitched
four scoreless innings, allowed only two
hits and struck out seven to pave the way
for Ballou.
During the game he continued to
work on the same pitches he used this
summer in a Cape Cod league. One of
which is a new pitch, a combination
curve-slider or a "slurball," that will

Westmarket Square Restaurant and Westrnarket Dowounder

Fine Food in a Unique Atmosphere

servieg Iowa. 11-5 pa. Howie ilirs Year*
me dieser 5-9 us. Moser tars %detain
5-10 pas llersau tiny Suer*

Russ Givens

Fall canoeing
is portage around the two easternmost bridges on
Route 43. Useable all season. About one-half hour
from campus.
Black Stream: From Route 2 in Hermon to Route
222 in Levant, approximately seven miles, or from
Levant to Kenduskeag Stream at Six Mile Falls,
which is about 10 miles from campus. The water
level should be checked after June. About 40 minutes
from campus.
Squadabscook Stream:From Route 9 in Hampden to Hermon, about five miles, or from
Route 9 to Hampden, about 10 miles. Take Route
9 and put in by the Hampden golf course You can
paddle across the north shore of Hammond Pond
and go to Hermon Pond or paddle the south shore
to the outlet and the town of Hampden. Useableall season. About one hour from campus.
West Branch of the Union River: From Route 9
to Route 181, approximately eight miles. Easy paddling water except for S sharp drop and rapids,
which one encounters midway along the route. These
should be portaged. Useable all season. The river
passes through remote, scenic countryside. The trip
begins about one hour from campus.
Narraguagus River: From Deer lake to Route 9,
which is about five miles, or from Deblois on Route
19346,Cherryfield, about 15 miles. From this point
there is a one-quarter mile portage.
With the exception of four sets of rapids, which
should be portaged, the water is flat and moving.
The country is remote and scenic with numerous
camping spots along the way. The water level should
be adequate throughout the season. Deblois is about

Fine Sprits, Musk and Dancing
Trashy IQ% dinner
discount and Happy Hour pores all
night with College I.D.
Wednesday • Ladies Night. 2 for I on
all, rail drinks
Thursday - The Moose Is Loose Special,,,
price on Mooigiselid Ale Mooseheitteshirt give away and more.
4-12 Wood.
4-1 Tombs IS. Fade
Seboddy

two hours from campus.
Canoes can be rented from the Student Activities
and Organizations Office for a fee of $6.00 per day
and $10.00 for a weekend. Rentals include lifejackets
and paddles.
Besides the Student Activities and Organizations
Office, Skitikuk Outfitters on Main Street in Orono
is another place with a wealth of canoeing information. Canoes can be rented from the Student Activities and Organizations Office for a fee of 86.00
per day and 810.00 for a weekend. Rentals include
lifejackets and paddles.
One word of advice concerning clothing. Many
canoers make the mistake of dressing too heavily
because of cold weather. Only wear enough to be
comfortable After a few minutes of paddling, you
will be peeling layers of extra clothing off if you don
too much.
Generally I wear a flannel shirt and down vest,
which is usually sufficient for fall canoeing.
Needles From The Pine: The UMO Maine Bound
Office is offering a northwoods canoeing trip from
Oct. 13-16. The group will spend four days in a
remote section of the northern Maine woods.
Participants will enjoy paddling through the lakes
at.streams of Baxter State Park. The course will
cover all the basics of canoe camping, such as map
and compass skills, basic canoe strokes, and minimal
impact camping.
The cost is $45 for students and $49 for others.
Registration is encouraged by Wednesday, Oct. 10
at the Maine Bound office on the third floor of the
Memorial Union.

one game left

accompany his usual repertoire of a
fastball, slider and change-up.
In Saturday's game, Robert Colford,

Rob Wilkins and Marc Powers combined for the shutout. Colford pitched four
innings to gain the victory.

Alk Entertainment
at Sugarloaf/USA
The Bag - Village Center
Soups, sandwiches. pizza. Gathering spot for skiers
looking for drinks, beer, entertainmerft and good
company.

Gepetto's - Village West
Breakfast, lunch, dinner'-Dine in the Greenhouse
overlooking the slopes and courtyard.

• The Truffle -Hound - Village West
t
fljoy disqnctive dining in a relaxed atmosphere
where you'll find European cusine, homemade desserts
and an extensive wine list, or enjoy an apres cocktail
in the lounge.

Maxwell's - Base Lodge
Located on top of it all. Enjoy light lunches and some
of the best viewjng of the mountain. Apres ski
entertainment, happy hour, and the best live bands
Ilkound.

A. Winter Harbor - Village West
Sauteed mussels are just one of the many delicacies
from both land and sea being served for lunch and
dinner. Happy hour specials.
- Carrabassett Valley
`.At night the Stallion is known as one of the ski
ittnd a full bar
industries livliest night spots. Top bar

Red Stallion Inn

allbct.rst
the
Some mountains have wt,h
Season passes or-74
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I. (b) 18-25
2. (b) Through their friends.
3.(b) Alcohol. An estimated 10 million
people are on dependent the drug.
4.(c) Usually depends on age at which
use begins. Surveys show that the
earlier marijuana use begins, the more
likely it is that the use will be heavy.
Early use also increases the likelihood
of 'subsequent experimentation with
other drugs, such as hashish,
hallucinogens, cocaine, amphetamines,
and , occasionally, barbiturates and
heroin.
5.(c) Almost always. Marijuana delays
a person's response to sights and
sounds; thus a driver under its influence takes longer to react to a
dangerous situation. The ability to perform sequential tasks also can be affected by marijuana use. A marijuana
smoker's biggest driving problems occur when faced with unexpected events,
such as a car approaching from a side
street or a child running between parked cars. The driver who doesn't feel
high may still have impaired judg
ment, because the effects of marijuana
may last for soeM1 hours after the high
has passed.
6. (a) Inhalants. Sniffing certain
aerosols or other volatile substances
can result in immediate death.
7. (d) Different for each person.
Although the time it takes for a person to become physically dependent on
heroin varies, we do know that
repeated use ultimately causes physical
dependence. Some people become
physically dependent after using heroin
as few as three or font-times.
8. (d) All of-the above. Regular users
report feelings of restlessness, irritability, and anxiety. Chronic use may
prompt paranoia. When someone
stops using cocaine, depression may
develop. Cocaine taken in high doses
can result in death.
9. (e) All of the above. All have been
used successfully, both individually
and in combination, to treat drug
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Alcohol Awareness Week
Continues

abusers.
The complexes have been active in sponsoring various activities for Alcohol
Awareness Week. Events at B.C.C. included an Alcohol Free Cocktail Party,
10. (a) PCP. Phencyclidine (PCP,
Survey on Alcohol and Drug Abuse to be followed up with group discussions
"angel dust") is an unpredictable and
at floor meetings conclainid by R.A.s, "Are you an Alcoholic?" questionnaire,
highly dangerous drug. Its use has been associated with bizzare and violent._ - • and a Friendly Challenge between Augusta & Belfast Halt- which' will be an
afternoon 4f-field events and games.
behavior, with accidents, and with
Activities at Wells Complex were MADD, Breathalizer Demonstrations, Nonpsychotic episodes.
Alcoholic Movie Nights, Chalk Talk, Al-Anon, a program on alcohol in the famiII (d) Time. There are no shortcuts.
ly and a complex wide Wells WunderBar - talent show, exotic non-alcoholic
Various factors play a part in how long
drinks, and the Maine Highway Safety Committee.
it takes to sober up,including age, how
Stodder Complex scheduled the following events:
many drinks were consumed, body
BALENTINE: Alcoholic Quiz Show, sponsored by the R.L. Staff, which will
weight, drinking patterns (daily,
take place tonight from 9:30 - 10:30 p.m. in Balentine pit. The program is open
weekends only, etc.).
to Stodder Complex residents and prizes will be awarded. Content of the pro12.(b)Sedatives.(Also known as trangram will include the staff posing questions concerning alcohol use/abuse to
quilizers and sleeping pills.) Alcohol is
individuals wishing to challenge their knowledge on the subject.
a sedative drug. Combining sedatives
CHADBOURNE: Last Monday Dr. Louisa Barnhardt, a distinguished
with alcohol increases the sedative efmember of the UMO community and MD at the Cutler Health Center, presented
fects of these drugs. Judgment is ima unique program on ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS in Chadbourne
paired and lapses in memory can oc-basement lounge.
cur. In this confused state, users can
PENOBSCOT: On Tuesday, Joe Bennett, Resident Director of Oak Hall,
unintentionally take larger or repeated
presented a discussion on his experiences with alcoholism in Penobscot lobby
amounts of these substances. This can
lounge.
result in coma and death.
SMDDER: A surprise presentation. Check local bulletins for something you
13. (c) Up to a month. The major acwon't want to miss.
tive ingredient in marijuana is
tetrahydrocannabinol (THC). Scientists have discovered that THC accumulates in the fatty tissues of the
cells and is eliminated slowly. It takes
approximately four weeks for the body
to rid itself of THC.
14.(d) All of the above. Recent studies
of teenage marijuana use show that
60th of high school seniors have tried
it; 8% Of the 12-13 year olds report that
they have smoked marijuana at least
ed by a "hat. tie, and shades" dance
once, and half of this group were curTie first weekend for students at
on the street in front of the dining
rent users. Of the 14-15 year-olds, 32%
UMO has traditionally been a "time
commons. The street was festAly
have tried it, and 17% still use it. Many
of celebration" for the residents of
decorated with colored lights, a mirchildren in the 12-17 age group report
York Complex. This celebration is apror ball, streamers and balloons, comthat they first tried marijuana while
propriately titled "Southside Exthey were still in grade school.
pliments of the Colvin staff. A special
travaganza", and the students in York
feature at the dance was a nonIn a 1975 survey, marijuana street
Complex gathered during the
alcoholic bar specializing in such
samples rarely exceeded I% THC conweekend of September 7 to parfavorite as "The Bahama Mama'',
tent; in 1980 marijuana samples conticipate in and enjoy a variety of
taining 5% were common. The greater_
"The Maniac", and "The Yorker".
activities.
These drinks were a combination of
ammount of THC, the greater the
On Friday, it was movie night in the
a variety of juices, and a few' other
psychoactive potential.
dining commons. The features for the
Reprintedfrom "It's up to You': Blue
non-alcholic ingredients. Students
evening were "Vacation" with Chevy
Cross Association, 1982
could order a drink and then sit and
Chase and "Trading Places" starring
enjoy popcorn, chips and conversaEddie Murphy. The staffs of
tion at small tables situated around
Aroostook and York provided
the bar-Students danced ori the street
creative previews of upcoming
to a variet ystequitic supplied iss York
movies, while Estabrooke ran a rafComplex D.P.s. It was an exciting and
fle and Kennebec and York manned
enjoyable time for all imved.
the concession stand. Complex Direc"Let's celebrate York Complex" is
tor, Greg Stone, awarded York Commore than just a theme for this parplex sweatshirts to the raffle winners.
ticular weekend in York Complex. It
On Saturday the students enjoyed a
is an invitation and an encatagement
country-style picnic featuring a
for York Complex residents and infavorite Maine dish - lobster. The picdeed all UMO residents to get out and
nic area was pleasantly decorated in
get to know their neighbors, and to
a country style and residents of York
"celebrate" the speciss of the piaComplex thoroughly enjoyed the
pie here at UMO,
meal. This special dinner was followplex. the special people living there.
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